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About This Content

The Roundabout Deluxe Edition DLC includes a crazy amount of behind the scenes content and exclusive features, including:

Georgio Cam - Play the exclusive April Fool's build that lets you experience Roundabout from a first person
perspective. No Goblin is not responsible for the inevitable nausea.

Screenplay/Art Book compendium - The full 87 page FMV screenplay, annotated with concept art, notes, and other
great behind the scenes commentary on the development of Roundabout.

Early Builds - As well as our public demo builds from PAX and our announce trailer, you can also play the prototypes
and pitch builds that led to the Roundabout you know and love today.

Unreleased Trailers - We made a lot of videos. Some were for internal use, some were so terrible that we decided to
cut them. All of them are included. Yes, even the terrible ones.

Soundtrack - The full Roundabout soundtrack is also included.
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I love games with ninjas, but this one is a complete trash. Jump, jump, jump... nothing more. And it looks like a old flash game.
Not worth even half a penny.. Better than most of the Indie RPG games.. Save yourself the time required to buy, install, test and
then request a refund.

It just doesn't run properly, even on a GTX 1080, it keeps freezing\/lagging badly.

Trying to watch a video is an extremely frustrating experience.

Just use DEO VR instead.. Really fun little game! Came across it through the dev's other game's subreddit (Air Brawl). Lacks
online multiplayer although the local multiplayer is great and the bots are good enough to play against. Level editor completes
the package!. My girlfriend said "this isn't as scary as you said." Then the very first enemy in the entire game attacked her. She
screamed and tried to rip the Vive off, failed, and ran directly into the wall then fell on the ground.

Obviously she's out, but I've now played through to the boss of Sathariel (only the second area). I am really enjoy it; I like the
soft levelling system, mini puzzles and rituals with runes. As others have said, spell variety could be increased (though it's far
from bad); maybe a crowd control spell or something? Huge fan though; the gesture recognition is bang on. My favourite VR
game, even above Vanishing Realms.

When someone makes the first decent VR MMO, I hope the mage class's gameplay is filthily plagiarised from Left-Hand Path..
Really boring if you have the 2016 version or 2015 one don't waste your money they are the same. If you really want it wait for
a steam sale. i used to play it on mobile, now that i have it on PC, i got the complete edition and i used cheat engine to speed
through the story

21\/10. I love everything about this game:

-Atmosphere
-Low poly modern art
-Skills and difficulty
-deep town building

Can't wait for full release!. First there was "On the Rainslick Precipice of Darkness". Then there was another one of it. More of
the same, but that's no bad thing.
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Not a good game, very empty servers. Season two takes what season one started and adds more of everything that was good in
season one.. Well, you obviously didn't preorder, looking at this.

Don't buy unless you're a lazy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 that's got 3 dollars to spare, or you're new to the game and want to
use these characters as your starters, and have 3 dollars to spare. Even then, just unlock them.

Trust me, the grind for them will make you much better at the game than buying them.. EDIT Nov2016 - Achievements are
bugged and 100% isn't possible due to problem with "Talk to All NPC's." Did multiple run-throughs as have other players
without any success- real shame since 100% is my goal - Cheers]

It's a real shame that Steam doesn't have a 1-10 scale for rating games, instead of the current Pass/Fail system of
recommendations. CALIFORNIUM has a lot going for it, and I enjoyed much of it, frankly. But, when you throw everything on
the scales to see how it balances out, it tips to the negative - just barely, and sadly doesn't make the cut by my standards for
game quality & enjoyment. 4/10

The GOOD
Artwork style - really nice - all the way from retro pieces to future bits
Game Mechanics - great twist on a Hidden Object type game (which I really like BTW)
Odd Background Music was interesting - and I'm a player who typically mutes BGM in options of most games, but this was nice
and different.
PKD undercurrents, but a poor attempt.

The BAD
Artwork messaging - so much of it comes across as tired, old, Soviet-era, anti-western propaganda to the max. This is supposed
to be a game - give the blame politics a rest, already!
Overly difficult to get some objects to highlight (seemed more like it was measured in micrometers than millimeters)
Dialog with NPC dragged on and on and on... and well you get it. Oh, for the love of Mike, SPIT IT OUT! Be succinct!!!!!!
The MSRP price of $9.99 - is it worth $10, €9, £7.5, etc. Omigod NO.

The EXCRUTIATING
Did you think the NPC's talked too much? That was NOTHING !!! The almost non-stop droning and blathering of the narrator
throughout the game is inexcusable & unforgiveable!!! It added ZERO to game enjoyment; to game achievements; to Anything.

This game was included in a BundleStars package in JUN2016, so essentially I have very little invested in it other than my time.
Cards would have been nice, but I did several run-throughs trying for the 100% achievements thing (but it is BUGGED - one is
broken) - ah the miracle of OCD ;-) Cheers All. A wonderful and unique RPG that made every hour i've put into it a pleaseant
experience. A 9/10 from me because some aspects of the game aren't as deep as some of the other RPG's I've played. But still,
this game was really worth the money.. The game is a dungeon crawler. Closest example would be Etirian Odyssey from DS
where the MAP is 2d and you do not see the character walk in 3rd person or top view.

Story is typical Harem plot via monster girls but it is funny enough for me to be entertained sadly...

Gameplay controls suck big time. Seperating between mouse and controller issues below

(Controller)
Map movement is not even handled by the analog stick.
Rubbing (main part of gameplay) is tedious and sometimes feel unrewarding when out of nowhere you "accidentally" did the
perfect rub or touch the perfect area

Mouse controls
There is no highlight function via mouse over. Hard to tell what you are actually clicking during battle. This is quite a hassle
specially when clicking trough skills and items in a list or when attacking ceratin body parts of enemies.
In rubbing mode, I cannot seem to switch from controller to mouse which should be easier via mouse(accurate)
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When the game is shallow in plot the other redeeming feature should at least be its gameplay. Graphics wise is simple and
cannot be improved much from Vita but they butchered the controls making the Capture\Pokemon parts of the game ruined .
Majority of the game(First 2 hours) I have spent dungeon crawling and a huge portion of that is batlles that are repetitive with a
slight reprieve between usual skits between the characters.

The only Pros for me is that it is
- Mining friendly
- Story is lighthearted and nonsensical. (This is a con if you want to play something that has decent story)
- VAs are Great

Ill wait it out a bit if they fix the controls before refunding. this is one of the best and confusing game i've ever played, it is a joy
to know these kind of games are still made, keep on making these type of games and you can't go wrong. please keep it going..
Some neat little items that you're getting for a pretty low price.
I'd like a Europe Island version of this, if I am completly honest, would be more fitting of the theme of the map
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